ABSTRACT Frequent structures have emerged as resolving the structural pattern mining issues, such as chemistry, Web applications, and other related problems. Top-k subgraph query as an important technology of graph search is widely used in emerging fields. Different from the traditional subgraph query, the query requirement studied in this paper has two unique properties: 1) data graphs change dynamically over time, including vertices/edges insert, delete, and frequent labels update and 2) query with limits of labels and k. Existing graph index and query techniques rarely considered these. Therefore, this paper proposes a method called frequent subgraph dynamic Top-k query with label value constraint to address both the challenges. We propose a two-level index with the frequent structure mapping and label value aggregation, which locates the query structure quickly, then prunes, and filters according to the constraint to narrow search range and improve query efficiency. The method uses a two-level index to filter the initial result and combines the dynamic changes of graphs to modify query results. In addition, it also proposed an incremental dynamic maintenance strategy over the proposed index, which only updated the partial contents to avoid the high cost caused by global update. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed Top-k query method outperforms the baseline approaches up to 37%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphs can effectively describe the complex relationship among various entities in real life, which have been widely used in many emerging fields, such as social networks, biological information networks and intelligent transportation networks, etc. [1] - [4] . With the rapid development of network technology, the scales of graphs are becoming more enormous as well as dynamic change. In large-scale dynamic graphs, some structures appear frequently and exist stably, which may hide a great deal of valuable information. The study found that users usually want to query these structures or graph structures containing them to meet some application requirements. E.g., in protein interaction network, researchers often explore and analyze frequent structures formed by protein interactions to combat diseases. As we all know, processing each query on large-scale graphs requires repeating traversal of data graph, which will bring huge computational expenses and seriously affect the query efficiency. In order to avoid repeating traversal of data graph, literature [5] presented graph index based on frequent structure. However, this paper also proposes an index, which is frequent structure mapping (FSM) index to meet the query on large-scale graphs. When subsequent queries arrive, it can directly obtain the frequent subgraph result set from the corresponding index item and needn't to repeatedly traverse the data graph, which greatly improves the query efficiency.
Nevertheless, in big data processing, a kind of problem is often encountered that need to find the top k values with highest occurrence frequency or the largest k values. This kind of problem is often called ''top K'' problem which is widely used in e-commerce and other fields [6] , [7] , such as in the search engine, it statistics the hottest 10 search terms; in the music library, it statistics the top 10 songs which download rate are highest and so on. But the existing researches of Top-k query are difficult to handle queries with constraints. Therefore, this paper makes full use of constraints and k, establishes a label value aggregation (LVA) index based on FSM index, which prunes the subgraphs that do not satisfy constraints quickly, reducing the query range and enhancing query efficiency greatly.
Recently, such queries are of great importance in practical applications. Taking WeChat as an example, for precision marketing, some businessmen always query a team of specific structure, in which all members have common interests or frequent transactions as well as each member's balance exceeds a certain value. Then they regularly send consumer ads, popular recommendation, etc.to the top k teams with the most asset, promote consumption and seek greater profits. This kind of query can be abstracted as frequent subgraph dynamic Top-k query with constraint on large-scale dynamic graphs. However, it couldn't be satisfied commendably by current researches.
In view of above challenges on large-scale dynamic graphs, in this paper, we proposed a method LVC-FSD Top-k (Frequent Subgraph Dynamic Top-k Query with Label Value Constraint). Specifically, the major contributions are summarized as follows:
• We proposed a two level index (FSM-LVA), we take advantage of FSM to locate query structure quickly, and then use the LVA to prune and filter candidate frequent subgraphs to narrow search range and improve query efficiency.
• We proposed LVC-FSD Top-k method based on FSM-LVA index, which uses FSM index to search frequent structures which are isomorphic to query graph. For infrequent structures, split them into a set of frequent structures, perform isomorphic query on each frequent structure, and connect intermediate results to return correct query results. Then, it uses LVA index to prune and filter frequent subgraphs not meeting the constraint and return the Top-k results.
• In order to ensure the query accuracy, we propose dynamic maintenance strategies for the query results and index, respectively. We make full use of dynamic changes of data graph to modify the results and ensure their accuracy. In addition, we also propose two kinds of incremental dynamic maintenance strategies of index, which just update partial changes of index items to avoid high cost caused by global update.
• Extensive experimental results on both real and synthetic datasets show that the proposed method obviously outperforms the other baseline approaches up to 37%.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are introduced in Section II. Index creation and Topk subgraph query process are discussed in Section III. The dynamic maintenance strategies for the query results and index are provided in Sections IV. Experimental results and discussions are presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
We focus our related work on three categories, namely, subgraph matching, Top-k query, and Top-k query on graphs.
Subgraph matching is the most common problem and has been studied extensively. ASSG [8] presents an algorithm for subgraph matching based on adaptive structural summary of graph data, which covers current queries with lower space cost and completes adaptively updating structural summary and subgraph matching in O (|E| log |V|) time. Reference [9] proposes two methods of interestingness measurement based on weighted query, namely, IE-Match and C-Match respectively. In addition, DVC and a spatial index mechanism are designed to optimize index and candidate set generation process. BOOSTITO [10] uses equivalence relation and inclusion relation among vertices to construct SE graph and SC graph. But it needs to extract complex relations of adjacency vertices to construct SE graph and expand merged vertices to obtain query results, which affects query efficiency seriously as well as doesn't support dynamic query. FIRST algorithm is proposed in [11] to support interactive attributed subgraph matching, which is recasted to a cross-network node similarity problem and the computation can be speeded up by exploring the smoothness between initial and revised queries. Then it proposes FIRST-Q and FIRST-N to handle the scenario where only node attribute is available, and FIRST-E to handle the scenario where both node and edge attribute are available. SGMatch [12] is proposed based on graph decomposition. It represents graphs in smaller units called graphlets and develops a matching technique to leverage this representation. Pruning strategies use a new notion of edge covering called minimum hub cover and metadata, such as statistics and inverted indices, to reduce the number of matching candidates. Moreover, many other algorithms [13] - [18] , etc. have been researched.
Top-k query in general sense is to return the top k results that best fit user's needs from massive data. Typical applications include searching engine, database searching and file searching, etc. In [19] , an approximate continuous Top-k query method is proposed to retrieve database objects effectively. Reference [20] can improve efficiency of dynamic pruning algorithm by introducing iterators in Top-k query process. Other Top-k query algorithms [21] - [26] have been proposed.
We analysis that Top-k query on graphs consists of graph matching and Top-k query, which can be divided into two types in existing researches: first matching and then sorting; matching while sorting. The first kind of methods require a lot of comparison, so the computational overhead is relatively tremendous, especially when k is small or different from the number of candidate subgraphs greatly. Reference [27] uses star structure as building block. But it has limitations, which can't be extended to all structures of query graphs except star structure. FDRIG [28] has been proposed for identifying interval graphs on dynamic graphs. It constructs a training tree to represent the interval graph, but it needs to store a large amount of additional information to maintain the training tree. DBrIndex [29] performs hash-coding by extracting the feature paths of each graph and establishes inverted index according to the encoding. Although it can improve subgraph 78472 VOLUME 6, 2018 query efficiency on static graphs to some extent, it is inefficient to dynamic query because of the frequent extraction of feature paths and updating of indexes. The second case is to sort results when doing isomorphism computation of query graph. RWM [30] based on graph structure index and maximum path index is proposed. It uses candidate edges to generate subgraphs that are isomorphic to query graph and maintains the top k results in Top-k heap. However, when query graph is large, it will seriously affect query efficiency because of huge matching cost. DSQL [31] is to find k subgraphs isomorphic to a given query graph with an approximation guarantee. DSQL proceeds from low to high levels. The level number refers to the number of common vertices of a newly selected subgraph with the collected subgraphs. STAR [32] is a top-k knowledge graph search framework. It has two components, one is a fast top-k algorithm for star queries, and the other is an assembling algorithm for general graph queries. Literature [33] proposes a query graph driven interestingness that not only rely on structural similarity but also on a hybrid semantic matching. Specifically, it proposed two types of interestingness quantification, which one is Influential Edge Match (IE-Match) to bespeak a specific edge over other edges in the weighted query graph and the other is Closest Match (C-Match) to find the exact structural match of query and approximate closest match in terms of weight. Extra Top-k query algorithms on graphs have been researched on [34] - [36] .
In practical application, with the increasing size of graph data and constantly updated, the above-mentioned general subgraph matching, Top-k queries, and existing Top-k query algorithms on graphs are almost difficult to deal with the challenges of large-scale dynamic graph data processing. Meanwhile, using the existing algorithms can't effectively deal with the Top-k query with constraints.
III. INDEX CREATION AND QUERY
In this section, we first show some definitions involved in our proposed method. Secondly, in order to avoid repeatedly traversing the data graph and respond to query requests quickly, we established the FSM-LVA index. Finally, we give the detailed process of Top-k subgraph query. In this paper, we discuss the Top-k subgraph query method based on frequent structure on undirected connected graphs.
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Firstly, the definition of data graph in this paper is as follows:
Definition 1 (Data Graph): A data graph G is represented as a 3-tuple (V , E, L), where V is a set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges connecting the vertices, L is the set of vertex label values, and note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between l ∈ L and vertex v ∈ V .
In reality, some structures are appearing frequently and existing stably in the data graph, which are often called as frequent structures. The Standardized definition is given as follows:
The frequency of S occurs in G is greater than x, where x is a preset number.
Because these structures are existing frequently and stably, the users are highly likely to query these structures or graph structures containing them. If querying these structures in the data graph, it is necessary to traverse the whole data graph repeatedly for each query, which will generate a large amount of unnecessary computational overhead. For this purpose, we extract the frequent structures and corresponding frequent subgraphs in the data graph offline, and establish FSM index for them. When the subsequent query arrives, the query structure is directly matched to the corresponding index item in the FSM index, which avoids repeatedly traversing the data graph and greatly improves the query efficiency.
However, in practical applications, not all frequent subgraphs are meaningful to users. Users often add constraints on labels according to their query requirements to select the most useful results. We call these as label constraints. In the case of WeChat, vertices and edges represent registered users and the relationships among them respectively, and the label value represents asset of any user. Label constraint is to restrict the label value of vertex to satisfy a requirement. E.g., querying a user or team whose asset exceeds a certain limit. We formally define the label constraint as follows:
Definition 3 (Label Constraint): Label constraint c is a threshold given by users to limit on label values of vertexes when the query is executed.
In order to quickly respond to the user's query, and greatly improve the query efficiency, we propose LVC-FSD Top-k query method. It uses the FSM index to match the isomorphic structure of query graph quickly, uses the LVA index to filter out frequent subgraphs that do not satisfy the query constraint quickly, and return the top k results that best fit the label value constraint from massive data. Its standardization is defined as follows:
Definition 4 (Frequent Subgraph Top-k Query With Label Constraint): Given the structure of query graph Q and the constraint c, we find k subgraphs {g 1 
is one of the top k subgraphs when sorting all isomorphic subgraphs by total label value in descending order.
B. FSM-LVA INDEX 1) FREQUENT STRUCTURE MAPPING INDEX
The frequent structure mapping index or FSM index for short is to match the frequent structure. It can be isomorphic to query graph quickly without repeatedly traversing the data graph. In this paper, we build the FSM index offline.
The FSM index is illustrated in Algorithm 1. It is worth noting that before creating the FSM index, we had used the VOLUME 6, 2018 Write corresponding content into the index item; 9 sort(Max-degree); 10 Assign Number for each structure; 11 write Number into corresponding index item; 12 return hash table; end algorithm [37] to mine several frequent structures from the data graph.
The index items of FSM index include the mined frequent structures and corresponding subgraphs of each structure. During the query arrives, all items need to be compared in turn which will generate large computational overhead. Therefore, we introduce a hash table to FSM index, in which the number of vertices in frequent subgraph is the keyword and the hash function is the keyword itself. The hash value corresponding to each frequent structure is used to mark an index item. When a query arrives, just perform hash calculation on query structure, match the index item quickly according to the calculated hash value, which reduces the number of unnecessary comparisons and greatly improves the query efficiency.
We extend the index items to contain four parts: the hash value, the Max-degree and the Number, the frequent structure, and the frequent subgraph result set. Specifically, the Maxdegree is the maximum value of all vertices' degrees in each frequent structure. When the different structures have the same number of vertices, we can further judge which structure is isomorphic to query graph by Max-degree. Meanwhile we sort frequent structures with same Max-degree by the number of vertices and let Number denote the ranking value. So if some structure has different Max-degree with others, the Number of it is 1. Each frequent subgraph result set contains all frequent subgraphs of mapping structure. Each frequent subgraph in the result set is expressed as a tuple (u, v, w, . . . , l u , l v , l w , ...), where u, v, w, . . . denote vertices ids of the frequent subgraph and l u , l v , l w , . . . denote label values of vertices.
Taking Fig. 1 as an example, we mined five frequent structures of G. The established FSM index is shown in Table 1 .
2) LABEL VALUE AGGREGATION INDEX
It's found that there are voluminous tuples of each frequent subgraph result set for mapping structure. When using FSM index for Top-k query with constraint, it needs to traverse the whole result set to determine whether the constraint is satisfied and then select Top-k results, which may generate huge computing overhead and affect query efficiency. To solve this problem, we propose the label value aggregation index (or LVA index for short) based on FSM index offline, which supports range query as well as avoids much unnecessary calculation cost. It can prune the area that doesn't meet the query constraint and return the Top-k results quickly. The LVA index creation algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2.
LVA index acts on each frequent structure of FSM index, and uses multi-dimensional space to aggregate partition the frequent subgraphs according to label values and maps them to the coordinate space. Specifically, we call the parameter α as division density, i.e., the coordinate space of each dimension is divided into α parts. In actual application, it can be set different values depending on the state. And min and max are the minimum and maximum of label values in corresponding frequent subgraph result set respectively. In LVA index, we divided the space into multiple regions by α, and frequent subgraphs with each structure are mapped to corresponding regions, we call this process aggregation. When the query arrives, we can prune dissatisfied regions by the label constraint quickly. Let variable number in line 5 denote the aggregation index number of some vertex, it is used to store the location of the vertex on its spatial dimension, then all vertices' aggregation index number make up aggregation value of the subgraph (also known as index id) to locate the subgraph specific location in the dimension, which is represented by multi-tuple. The item in LVA index is composed of aggregation value and frequent subgraph result set. We maintain two sets L and N to store frequent subgraph result sets and aggregate index numbers. Then we calculate aggregate index numbers for all frequent subgraphs of the mapping structure in lines 3-8. The LVA index creation process is completed in O (n 2 ) time.
Taking FG-1 as an example, it can be seen from Table 1 that the result set is {(v 1 , v 2 , 6.9, 6.7), (v 3 , v 4 , 6.4, 3.8). . . }. The label value interval is [0, 8] , and α is set as 4, so the sub intervals are [0, 2), [2, 4) , [4, 6) , [6, 8] . For frequent subgraph (v 1 , v 2 , 6.9, 6.7), the index numbers corresponding to each vertex are index (6.9) = (6.9 − 0)/[(8 − 0)/4] + 1 = 4 and index (6.7)=4 respectively, so the aggregation index value corresponding to (v 1 , v 2 , 6.9, 6.7) is (4, 4). The LVA index of FG-1 can be obtained by assigning index item to each frequent subgraph of FG-1 structure, which is shown in Fig.2 and the corresponding LVA index table is shown in Table 2 .
In order to satisfy the subsequent Top-k query, the space coordinate system is diagonally divided from the maximum index item (α, α) to the minimum index item (1, 1), which is shown in Fig.2 . The compatible index space is defined as the part between two adjacent partition lines, and the initial index space is the part above the diagonal line of maximum index item, and the part under diagonal line of minimum index item is the final index space. The LVA index supports range query because that it divides frequent subgraph result sets into several spatial areas according to label value characteristics. Top-k query with constraint on LVA index is more efficient than traversing frequent subgraph results in FSM. In addition, in order to reduce storage overhead effectively, we can delete the frequent subgraph result sets in FSM index after the establishment of LVA index.
C. TOP-K SUBGRAPH QUERY
The proposed method LVC-FSD Top-k is based on FSM-LVA index, which mainly includes two aspects: frequent structure matching and Top-k query with label constraint. Frequent structure matching will use FSM index to find the frequent structure which is isomorphic to query graph. For infrequent structures, split them into a set of frequent structures, make a query on each structure, respectively. Top-k query with label constraint will select frequent subgraphs using k and constraint, which greatly reduces comparison range and enhances query efficiency enormously.
1) FREQUENT STRUCTURE MATCHING
The frequent structure matching process is illustrated in Algorithm 3. The number of vertices in query graph is taken as the input of the hash function in FSM index. If there is a FSM index item mapped to the number, the frequent structure that is isomorphic to the query graph can be located. On the contrary, decompose query graph into a set of frequent structures, perform an isomorphic query on each frequent structure separately in FSM index, and then connect the intermediate results, return the correct query results.
The specific process of query graph decomposition is illustrated in Fig.3 . The query structure can be divided into frequent structures undoubtedly because the data graph is undirected connected graph and FG-1 (shows in Fig.1 ) structure exists in frequent structures. It is mainly divided into two steps: (1) . Find the vertex v with the Max-degree in the query graph Q. Check the FSM index to see if there are items matching to the Max-degree. If it exists, find the frequent structure VOLUME 6, 2018 s of this degree as well as Number=1, breadth-first traversal of Q is started from v, find s and split s from Q, record related information {(v i , (n 1 ,n 2,... )), (v j , (n 1 ,n 2,... )), . . .} where v i , v j and (n 1 ,n 2,... ) represent the split vertices and split order respectively, push s into stack. Otherwise, find the vertex with the second largest degree in Q and repeat this process. (2) . Repeat step1 for the remaining structure of Q until the Q is completely decomposed into frequent structures.
Similarly, the detailed process of intermediate results connection is illustrated in Fig.4 . It is mainly divided into two steps as well: (1) . Pop the two frequent structures s 1 and s 2 on the top of stack and query the frequent subgraph result sets r 1 and r 2 corresponding to s 1 and s 2 in the FSM index, respectively. Common vertex analysis is performed according to the recorded information {(v i , (n 1 , n 2,... )), (v j , (n 1 ,n 2,... )), . . .} on s 1 and s 2 , connect s 1 and s 2 to form an intermediate structure s' and put it into stack. According to the analysis result, connect r 1 and r 2 to an intermediate result set r', put it into buffer. (2) . Check whether the stack is empty. If it is empty, return the correct query results. Otherwise, repeat step1 until it is empty and the correct query results are obtained.
2) TOP-k QUERY WITH LABEL CONSTRAINT
Top-k query with label constraint is performed on the LVA index. It can reduce the search range immediately according to constraint of query graph, and only needs to compare the partial index items and reduce the number of comparisons in a large part, which has improved the query efficiency greatly.
It mainly includes two aspects: filtering under constraint and filtering with k. Filtering under constraint is to determine the comparison scope scope. It needs to calculate the aggregation number num corresponding to query constraint. If the num falls in a certain index item, the candidate subgraphs are all subgraphs in this index item and the larger index items, the lower index items are eliminated to reduce calculation range; if it falls on the division line of index item, the index items smaller than the division line are not in calculation range. Filtering with k is comparing k with m, which is the number of subgraphs in the initial index space.
(1) If k <= m, only calculate the total label value of each subgraph in the initial index space and then select the top k subgraphs. (2) If k > m, calculate m' which is the number of subgraphs in the intersection of the next compatible index space and scope, sum m' with m to sum, and if k <= sum, then select top k results from the sum subgraphs; otherwise, repeat step2 until the subgraphs in final index space is also added to the sum. If there is still k > sum, then it shows that the total number of subgraphs is less than k and can't select top k results, just to find eligible subgraphs from The pseudo code of Algorithm 4 are described as follows: First, we define two variables ''i'' ''m'' and two sets ''C'' ''R 1 '' ''R 2 '', where ''i'' ''m'' are used as a counter, C stores constraints, ''R 1 '' ''R 2 '' store the candidate result set and the initial result set, respectively (step 1). Then, we perform the process of Top-k matching with label constraint (step 2-16), where the process of filtering under constraint is shown in step 2-3 and the filtering with k is shown in step 4-16. The time complexity of this algorithm is O(nlogn).
Still taking G in Fig.1 as an example, if the query graph structure is FG-1, the constraints are that each vertex label value is not less than 5, the sum of label values is not less than 14 and k = 4. After frequent structure query, we can see that the structure is a frequent structure in FSM index, so the Top-k matching with label constraint is performed. The aggregation index number of the query graph is 3. Therefore, the aggregation index items less than 3 need not to be considered, such as the dotted line marked in Fig. 5 . Since k > m =2, then it needs to calculate the number of subgraphs intersection of the next compatible index space and scope, which is 5. Because sum=7 > 4, it selects four subgraphs with the largest sum of label values in the seven subgraphs. Since the constraint requires that the sum of the label values be no less than 14, the subgraphs that satisfy the constraint are calculated as (v 3 , v 7 , 6.4, 8) and (v 7 , v 8 , 8, 6 .4). The initial result set has been generated.
IV. DYNAMIC MAINTENANCE
In reality, graphs are dynamically changing over time, including the insertion or deletion of vertices or edges, changes in label-values, etc., which may cause index evolution, resulting in inaccurate query results. To ensure the query accuracy, this section gives dynamic maintenance strategies for query results and indexes, respectively.
A. DYNAMIC MAINTENANCE OF QUERY RESULTS
The dynamic changes in graph may affect the accuracy of the query results. For the convenience of the following description, it is assumed that the initial time is T 0 , the index update (detailed in this section B) time is T i (i = 1, 2, 3...) and the interval between T i and T i+1 is t. If the moment T j obtains a query request Q and T j = T i , i.e., the query moment equals to a update moment, then the query will be performed on the updated FSM-LVA index, which is named as initial query. Otherwise, the query moment T j ∈ (T i , T i+1 ), the query can only be performed on the index of T i since the system does not update index at this time. However, the cumulative changes collected at (T i , T j ) may affect the accuracy of the query result.
In order to solve this problem and ensure query efficiency, this paper gives a dynamic maintenance strategy for query results. It collects cumulative changes within t and corrects the initial result by using the cumulative changes collected at (T i , T j ). If edges or vertices in initial result set have been deleted, frequent subgraphs containing them should be removed in the query result as well, and mark these deleted frequent subgraphs in LVA index, meanwhile use it to query until the k results that satisfy the constraints are obtained, which has been greatly improved query accuracy.
We assume that the query time for the last example in Section III is T j ∈ (T i , T i+1 ) and the cumulative changes set collected at (T i , T j ) is {(delete, (v 3 , v 7 )}. Obviously, the initial result set is inaccurate. The frequent subgraph (v 3 , v 7 , 6.4, 8) should be deleted because the deleted edge (v 3 , v 7 ) is included in the initial query result set and mark it in LVA index. The final query result at time T j is {(v 7 ,v 8 , 8, 6.4)}.
B. INDEX MAINTENANCE OF VERTICES OR EDGES DIFFUSION
Index structure changes along with the changes of graph structure, which may affects the query accuracy. In order to VOLUME 6, 2018 reduce the impact, this paper proposes an incremental timing update strategy, setting the initial time T 0 and time increment t. All graph change operations for each t are stored in buffer, which are used to update the index uniformly.
1) INSERT VERTICES OR EDGES
New frequent subgraphs may occur because of inserting vertices or edges. Thus, we traverse the data graph from the inserted vertices or edges to excavate new frequent subgraphs at the updating moment. Then we calculate the aggregation index items according to label values of frequent subgraphs and add them to the corresponding LVA index. Instead of retraversing the entire data graph, this strategy diffuses from the inserted vertices or edges to reduce the computational overhead.
2) DELETE VERTICES OR EDGES
Deleting vertices or edges belong to some frequent subgraphs in LVA index may affect the correctness of some query results. So this paper traverses each LVA index instead of the data graph to delete corresponding subgraphs at updating time, which also reduces computational overhead significantly.
The analysis shows that the relationships of graphs are relatively stable within a period of time, that is to say the inserting or deleting vertices or edges are only a bit part of large-scale graphs. Therefore, a reasonable system maintenance time can be set according to the amount of graph changing operations. During this period, the query request is rejected, the frequent subgraph mining is performed again on the data graph, and FSM and LVA indexes are built on the basis to meet more subsequent queries.
C. INDEX MAINTENANCE OF LABEL VALUE CHANGES
Label value changes do not result in the changes of frequent structure, therefore they have no effect on FSM index, only may cause the evolution of index items in corresponding LVA index. The specific evolution includes the following three cases: (1) Label values are changed and aggregation index items are unchanged, in which case only the label values and the positions in coordinate system need to be updated. (2) Label values are changed and lead to aggregation index items change, in which case corresponding information in the index table and the positions in coordinate system both need to be updated. (3) Label values are changed and the index is cross-border, i.e., label min or label max which can't be mapped to the existing coordinate system. Compared to the first two cases, label cross-border processing is more complicated. In order to reduce the overhead of reconstructing LVA index, this paper adopts incremental processing method to set minimum and maximum reserved index items during building LVA index. The index numbers are (0, 0), (α + 1, α+ 1), which are used to store the cross-border labels temporarily. When the number of cross-border frequent subgraphs reaches a certain threshold, corresponding index items of frequent subgraphs are calculated uniformly and the coordinate system is extended and updated.
For example, changing the label value of v 6 in Fig.1 from 0 to 9 will result in label cross-border, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Assuming that the update threshold is set to 2, the number of frequent subgraphs in the maximal index item has reached the upper limit. The LVA index items corresponding to the updated frequent subgraphs (v 6 ,v 9 ,9,5), (v 6 ,v 7 ,9,8) and (v 5 ,v 6 ,5.1,9) are (5,3), (5, 4) , (3, 5) respectively, and the updated LVA index is shown in Fig. 6(b) .
In this paper, we research that in practical applications, label values may be updated more frequently than structures on large-scale dynamic graphs. E.g., in WeChat, the relationship between friends is relatively stable, but personal accounts may change frequently. The update strategy in this paper can update these label values effectively and timely to ensure the accuracy of subsequent queries. Therefore, the update strategy for index in this paper can adapt well to Top-k query in dynamic graphs.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our experimental results by comparing our LVC-FSD Top-k algorithm with some state-of-theart algorithms. We evaluate our algorithm in four aspects: the influence of partition density α on LVA index creation time, storage overhead of the index, the efficiency of Top-k query processing and the efficiency of index update.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
All our experiments are implemented in JAVA, and conducted on the computer of Intel Pentium (R) CPU (R) G3220 3.00GHz processor, 16GB main memory. We repeat each experiment 10 times and report the average results.
Datasets. We use six real datasets: FPUN, Com-DBLP, Amazon0505, Web-Google, Wiki-Talk, LiveJournal [38] , and a synthetic dataset. FPUN is the financial purse user network (referred to as FPUN), each vertex represents an account, edges represent the user's friend relationship, and vertex label values are account balances. In order to meet the experimental requirements of this paper, label values of other datasets are randomly assigned. The synthetic dataset simulates social networks (SN), and the label values are assumed to be age, with a random assignment of 1-70, as shown in Table 3 . 
B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 1) PERFORMANCE ON INDEX CREATION TIME
The results when α is respectively 1000, 2000 and 3000 are presented in Fig.7 . We choose datasets with different orders of magnitude to compare, which include FPUN, Go, Ta and SN. We omit others here because they are similar results to the above four datasets. We can observe that index creation time increases with the increase of α. That is because the index item interval is more refining with α increasing, and the aggregation division is more detailed, so we need more time to map each frequent subgraph into the space. When α is too small, there will be too many frequent subgraphs in each index item, which will increase the amount of query comparisons and affect query efficiency. Therefore, the reasonable setting of α has an important influence on LVA index creation and query efficiency. Meanwhile in the same α, LVA index creation time is affected by the size of the datasets. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of index creation time on different datasets among FSM-LVA, DBrIndex, BOOSTISO and RWM. The DBrIndex algorithm needs to extract feature path of each graph and encode it before index creation. It will also need to calculate the number of feature labels for all feature paths in each graph during the creation of inverted index. Due to the huge size of data graph, this process is time-consuming. So it need longest time to create. Graph topology index and maximum metapath weight index need to be constructed in RWM. For constructing two indexes, a breadth first traversal needs to be performed originating from each node of the graph. For each node, each of its d hop neighbors are visited up to a maximum distance D. So with the growth of dataset, it will take more time to traverse all vertices and thier adjacent vertices. BOOSTITO need to extract complex equivalence relations and inclusion relation among vertices, then construct SE graph and SC graph. Compared with DBrIndex and RWM, its efficiency improved relatively. However, our FSM-LVA index creation is time-saving, because that frequent structure and corresponding subgraphs had been mined by algorithm in [37] . The size of frequent structure is relatively small compared to the data graph and the LVA index is established on the basis of the FSM index.
2) PERFORMANCE ON STORAGE OVERHEAD Fig. 9 shows the comparison of storage overhead among LVC-FSD Top-k, BOOSTISO and DBrIndex on different datasets. Three algorithms for storage overhead of data graph are similar, but the extra storage are different distinctly. In this paper, additional storage is only FSM-LVA index. And frequent subgraph result sets in the FSM index will be deleted after the creation of LVA index, which will save the storage space further. BOOSTISO algorithm needs extra storage of SE graph, SC graph, DR table and equivalence relations between vertices. When the number of vertices with equivalence or inclusion relation is small, its storage consumption is comparable to the storage of data graph. DBrIndex algorithm needs extra storage of all feature paths in each graph. And the established index for double-level query tree needs to store the feature paths again while storing the information such as the number of feature labels and icon numbers and so on. Therefore, the index storage overhead is also huge. 
3) PERFORMANCE ON TOP-k QUERY
Frequent subgraph Top-k query with constraint consists of frequent structure matching and constrained Top-k query. We present a comparison of different algorithms for query,of sizes 2 to 5. Fig. 10 (a)-(d) show the average execution times for repeating 10 times. It is easy to see that the matching time boosts when the amount of vertices increases. When the amount of vertices is small, the difference of matching time among three methods is not obvious. However, as the number of vertices increases, that is the bigger query graphs, RWM needs to do a lot of calculations and consume much time to generate query graph by edge. BOOSTISO needs to rely on the inclusion relation of query graph to maintain DR table. At the same time, using the vertices order to traverse query subgraphs will consume plenty of time. But our method can locate query structure directly through FSM index with small amount of computation and short matching time.Therefore, our method can satisfy any size of query. But the query time of the other algorithms increase significantly with the query getter larger. Fig. 11(a)-(d) shows the query time comparison of LVC-FSD Top-k, RWM and BOOSTISO under different k while the query graph is FG-2 structure. LVC-FSD Top-k is less affected by k, because it can use constraint to prune and filter effectively, and then narrow the query range; it also uses k to search in valid index space and return the result. RWM algorithm adopts the idea of sorting while matching, as k increases, the amount of calculation also increases, which affects the query efficiency seriously. BOOSTISO algorithm needs to find all subgraphs which conform to query structure, then sort and take the top k results. This process also needs a large amount of calculation, which affects the query efficiency badly. We conducted multiple experiments and averaged the experimental results, and proved that LVC-FSD Top-k outperforms the baseline approaches up to 37%. Fig. 12 shows the efficiency of LVC-FSD Top-k and classical FDRIG algorithm under different structural changes. The experiment divides the structural changes into four operations: inserting edges (IE), inserting vertices (IV), deleting edges (DE) and deleting vertices (DV). For each experiment, take 50 sequences of corresponding change operations. For IE and IV operations, the proposed algorithm traverses the data graph only from the newly inserted vertices or edges, and does not need to re-traverse the entire data graph, which greatly reduces computational cost of graph traversal. For DE and DV operations, at the update moment, it only deletes the frequent subgraphs in LVA index that involve the deleted vertices or edges, so the calculation is less costly. In addition, DE and DV operations will be update faster than IE and IV for the same number of update sequences, because that there is no need to traverse data graph.
C. PERFORMANCE ON INDEX UPDATE

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the existing subgraph query solutions are not scalable easily when processing large-scale dynamic data graphs and Top-k query with label constraint based on frequent structure. We presented a LVC-FSD Top-k method can lock the structure of query graph quickly by constructing a two level index (FSM-LVA) with frequent structure mapping and label value aggregation, prune and filter according to constraint to obtain the initial query result. The final query result is modified by using dynamic changes of the data graph to improve the query accuracy. In addition, this paper proposed two different incremental dynamic maintenance strategies over the FSM-LVA index. Only the changed index items are updated locally to avoid the huge overhead caused by global updating. We conduct extensive experiments on six real datasets and a synthetic dataset to demonstrate the high effectiveness of our method and the query results have practical significance in practical applications. 
